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My Internship Experience at Daily Sun
Introduction:
Curiosity is very common in human nature. As a human beings, people are always curious
to know what is going on around them as well as what is going on throughout the world. A few
people would be found in the world who do not want to know about the current affairs. Media
plays a great role in this regard. Media has fulfilled our curiosity. Media is an element of
globalization. ArjunAppadurai, a contemporary social-cultural anthropologist recognized as a
major theorist in globalization studies describes this as mediaescapes. According to him,
“mediaescapes refer both to the distribution of the electronic capabilities to produce and
disseminate information (newspaper, magazine, television stations, film-production studios)
which are now available to a growing number of private and public interests throughout the
world and to the images of the world created by this media” (35).Therefore, we can say that we
are seeing the world through media. We can travel to places through the media without travelling
physically. For example- Grenfell Tower of London caught a fire and the building was totally
burned. When media telecasted the tragedy, we were automatically transported to London
without going there physically. People get every bit of information according to their interest
through the media. The main purpose of the media is to serve the public and deliver news of the
world to the masses. There are different types of media such as print, broadcast and online. Their
duty is to deliver every national and international news to the public.
Journalism is a profession related to media. It is the work of gathering news and show
those news items and information to people through media. Reporting, writing, editing all are the
parts of journalism. Journalism is not an easy job at all. It is very challenging. It is a risky job
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too. Collecting news and information is not everyone’s cup of tea. One needs to be very
passionate, fearless and stubborn to do well in this profession. A journalist needs to be truthful
and loyal. The first and most important job of a journalist is to be truthful. He/she needs to find
out the truth by hook or by crook. It is his/her duty to convey the truth to the public. Media and
journalists are the strongest source to establish justice. However, it is a matter of great regret
that media and journalists now-a-days have become very money oriented. Their main intention is
to earn money. They are hiding the truth and publishing false news for the sake of money. The
public are a lot of time disbelieving the media and disrespecting the journalism profession.
Therefore, journalists should always use the power of media properly to stay with the truth so
that people would not disbelieve them.
From my childhood media always attracted me. From then onwards I wanted to work in
any sector of the media. However, many people have the belief that journalism is a risky
profession. My parents are no different from them. So they did not permit me to study pure
journalism. So when I came to know that there is an option to study media and cultural studies
in the Department of English and Humanities in Brac university, I did not want to lose the
opportunity. Besides I want to serve the public by giving them rational and truthful information.
As I am more comfortable with writing than speaking, I wanted to do my internship at a
newspaper office.
The world is very competitive now-a-days. In the beginning of my career I want to work
in a well known, but less competitive organization. When I went to Daily Sun, I found the work
environment very friendly. I also felt safe as a woman. Safe work environment is a very big issue
for a woman in our country. It is not always necessary to work in the number one organization.
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Rather it is better to work in a less competitive organization in an equally friendly environment.
So I choose Daily Sun for as the place of my internship.
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A Brief History ofDaily Sun:
Daily Sun is a renowned English daily newspaper in Bangladesh. It was founded in 2010
by East West Media Group. East West Media Group is a part of Bashundhara Group along with
Bangladesh Protidin, KalerKonthoand an online news portal Banglanews24.com. Daily Sun
consists of 28 pages including 4 pages on business, and 8 pages on sports called “winner”. The
newspaper has various sections such as Front Page, Back Page, Metropolis, Sun Extra, Editorial,
Asia, World, Culturetainment and My District. The daily circulation of Daily Sun is
approximately 34000. Besides Groove, Hood and Morning Tea are the paper’s weekly
supplements print out Monday, Thursday and Friday respectively.
The current editor of Daily Sun is EnamulHoqueChowdhury. The Executive Editor is
Md. ShiaburRahman. The intention of the newspaper is to deliver the truth to public. For that
reason the slogan of the newspaper is “wake up with true and impartial Daily Sun”. They try
their best to reveal the truth to the public. The authorities of the newspaper are bias free and try
to keep themselves honest and rational. The working environment is very good, and the
employees are very friendly and helpful to each other. The office is located at plot no: 371/A,
block no: D, Basundhara R/A, Baridhara, Dhaka- 1229.
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Interning at Daily Sun:
Everyone expects success when they enter in a work place for the first time. One steps
ahead towards his/her dream. Though I joined as an intern but I was excited like a permanent
employee. This was my first internship. I was very happy and nervous at the same time. I was
worried about the environment of the office as well as about my coworkers. I was also worried
whether I would succeed or fail to carry out my responsibilities. I learned the writing techniques
in my university courses but I never did anything practically. The situation was totally new for
me. I felt very lucky on the very first day of my internship because each and every colleague was
very well behaved and friendly. Moreover my supervisor and the executive editor of the
department I interned at were very gentle towards me. If I made any mistake, my supervisor
never shouted at me. Rather he always guided me very patiently. Michel Foucault’s (a French
philosopher, historian of ideas, social theorist and literary critic) theory of panopticon is relatable
to my internship as I was always under the direct observation of my supervisor. “The panopticon
is a machine for dissociating the see/being seen dyad, in the peripheric ring, one is totally seen,
without ever seeing; in the central tower, one sees everything without ever being seen. It is an
important mechanism, for it atomizes and disindividualizes power. Power has its principal not so
much in a person as in a certain concerted distribution of bodies, surfaces, lights, gazes; whose
internal mechanisms produce the relation in which individuals are caught up”(101-102). My
supervisor was concerned aboutmy actions in the office. He had the supreme power to notice my
all work in the office just like the authority of the central tower observes prisoner from above.
On the other hand, the editor of Daily Sun never supervised me directly. However he was also
concerned about all the work I did in the office. He was always informed about my performance.
Therefore, I had to be aware all the time about trying my best to not make any mistake. I always
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tried to finish my work with full dedication. As a result, my supervisor was very pleased with my
work. When I started interning in the office I began to realize that there are far more differences
in studying journalism and interning in the field of journalism. Official work is much more
difficult than classwork. In class we had access to limited things. However, in the working sector
the field is broader.
During the 12 week internship I worked in the business section during the first week and
I worked in the magazine section for the rest of the 11 weeks. There is a separate room for the
business section. There is an allocation of 4 pages for business news in the newspaper. It is one
of the most important sections of the newspaper. Business news from all over the country and
world is collected and published in this section. While interning at the Business Desk I wrote a
report and five captions for five pictures. I also edited three reports and translated a caption for a
picture. I was assigned to write a report on a winter fair which was held in Bashundhara City. I
was given particular information, and according to those I had to write a report. I also learned
how to write captions for pictures from my supervisor. I also learned sub editing in this section.
There are 11 employees in the Business section including one business editor, four sub-editors,
three reporters, two photographers and one page designer.
The magazine section is mainly about fashion, style, culture, entertainment, knowledge
and current affairs. So working in this section was quite interesting and tough at the same time.
In this section the writer has the access to write creatively. This magazine has three weekly
supplements- Groove, Hood and The Morning Tea. Among them Groove represents popular
culture.“An obvious starting point to is to say that popular culture is simply culture which is
widely favored or well liked by many people. And undoubtedly, such a quantitative index would
meet the approval of many people. We could examine sales of books, sales of singles and
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albums. We could examine attendance records at concerts, sporting events and festivals” (Storey
6-7). Groove deals with fashion, style and entertainment. This magazine mainly contains
information about hair care, skin care and the latest clothing trends. It also contains
entertainment information like singers’ or actors’ interviews and their lifestyles.Italso covers
different concerts by famous bands and singers. Among the three magazines this
magazine(Groove) is mostly liked and mostly preferred by the audiences because people are
very fond of popular culture. Audiences are always interested to know about music, concerts and
celebrities. Any channel or magazine which covers these items is very popular among the
audiences. As Groove covers concerts, lifestyles of celebrities and different trendy items, as per
the theory of John Storey’s popular culture, we can say that Groove contains the popular culture
of our country.
Hood is about knowledge and entertainment. It mainly covers general knowledge, study
and exam related issues. The Morning Tea is about current affairs, knowledge and opinion. One
page in the Morning Tea is allocated for public opinion. In the other pages of the magazine
reporters write about current issues in the form of features, obituaries and personal essays. For
doing this, reporters get the public’s opinion about the current issue. The Morning Tea also
covers concerts, interviews with celebrities etc. Groove consists 12 pages, Hood consists 10
pages and The Morning Tea consists 12 pages.
The Daily Sun magazine section is run by nine members:
•

Magazine Coordinator- The Magazine Coordinator was my supervisor. He is in charge of
the whole magazine section. He selects all the news itemsfor the magazines. He also edits
all the writing that is published in this section.
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•

Two feature writers- They write about issues in the form of features, essays, obituaries
etc.They provide information and entertainment through their writing.

•

Two reporters: They mainly take interviews of the celebrities, cover different concerts
and cultural programs. They also write about fashion and style.

•

Photographer: He takes pictures of the stories covered by the news pages.

•

Model : She takes part in photo shoots for fashion news. She plays a very important role
because without photographs, fashion and style news would look vague

•

Two Graphic incharge: they are incharge of designing the magazine. Among them one
designs cover pages and another one designs rest of the pages under the supervision of
magazine coordinator.

During the second week I was shifted to the magazine section. There are more opportunities for
writing in this section. I wrote a total of nine features during my internship. I got three days for
completing each feature. This was very challenging for me because I had to do lots of
research.Writing a feature is not an easy task at all. I had to find out statistics related to the
topics. I faced many difficulties while writing the features.Features need to be researched,
colorful, thoughtful and reflective.I also wrote a personal essay. Writing a personal essay seems
very interesting to me because I can share my personal experience with the audience through my
writing. The most important thing is I do not have to do any research for writing a personal
essay. I can write based on my personal choice. As I learned the techniques of writing a personal
essay in my university course, I did not have to face much difficulties while writing. I wrote an
obituary too.Writing an obituary seems very interesting to me as I got the opportunity to write
about a famous personality. I came to know many things about his personal life. I also did some
translations. I was given a news report written in Bengali and I had to translate it into English. I
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tried to do these tasks according to my supervisor’s instructions. I was informed about my
mistakes from my supervisor .Surprisingly all the writings have been published. At the same
time I edited some feature stories in this section. I found many similarities between the
techniques I learned in English 440 course, Eng 401 course and Eng 465 course at my university
and the techniques I am learned at my work place. I got the opportunity to apply my knowledge
practically at my work place.
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Photo Caption:
The first task I learned at my work place is to write photo captions. Photo captions are
important because they give information about a picture, and a picture represents a news story.
Therefore captions are needed to be written very carefully. It needs to be written in a very simple
way. It needs to be attractive too, so that it catches reader’s attention. A picture caption tells the
summary of a story. I learned to write captions from my supervisor. I also learned about my
mistakes such as grammatical mistakes from him.
Here are some captions written by me:
•

•
•

•

Incepta Pharmaceuticals Chairman and Managing Director Abdul Muktadirpresides
over an annual sales conference of the company at International Convention City
Bashundhara in the capital on Monday.
Eastern Bank Head of Consumer Banking M NazeemAChoudhury and Harriken.com
CEO Adeeb Shams exchange documents after signing a MoU in the capital recently.
Barisal city MP JebunnesaAfroze is handing over a blanket to a madrasa boy on
behalf of Al ArafaIslami Bank Ltd in Barisal. Many respectable people of the locality
were present in this charity program.
Midland Bank Vice Chairman NiluferZafarullah hands over a key of an ambulance to
Inspector General of Police AKM ShahidulHoque at Police Headquarters in the capital
on Saturday. Midland Bank donated two ambulances to Police Hospital.
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Features:
Writing a feature is not an easy task at all. I faced many difficulties while writing the
features. I had to observe an incident deeply. I also had to do a lot of background research for
writing features. I also had to talk with some people related to my writings. Feature stories are
popular content elements of newspaper, magazines, blogs, website, newsletters, television
broadcasts and other mass media. According to Anthony Curtis, feature stories are human
interest articles that focus on particular people, places and events. It is not like hard news stories.
Rather it covers topics in depth by intensifying and explaining the most interesting and important
elements of a situation or occurrence. Usually features are longer than hard news articles because
the feature penetrates deeper into its subject and expands the details rather than trying to
concentrate on a few important key points. Writers need to analyse the topic in depth. The first
feature I wrote was about the profile of Barack Hussein Obama. I wrote about the success and
failure of his 8 years of presidency. Next I wrote a feature about tragic train accidents in
Bangladesh. A man named BadalMiah was run over by a train while he was saving a little girl
near Kuril Bishwaroad in the capital. Along with this incident, I focused on many other pathetic
train accidents in Bangladesh like this in the feature. I had to do a lot of research for this. I also
had to find out surveys which show the statistics of the dead people due to train accidents in
Bangladesh. Another feature I wrote was about the winter season in Bangladesh. I had to focus
on two scenarios of the winter season, one is very charming and another one is very sad. I had to
portray the situations of the poor and rich due to winter season in our country.
As violence on women is a very vital incident in our country, my supervisor told me to write a
feature on violence against women. I had to do a lot of research and find out surveys related to
violence against woman in Bangladesh. After checking my writing my supervisor advised me to
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do more analysis while writing a feature. So I came to know that only research is not enough for
feature writing. It needs to be analytic as well.I also wrote a feature about the faulty treatments of
the diagnostic centers in Bangladesh. In the feature I wrote how some diagnostic centers are
running their institutions without experts. As a result many patients are suffering as they are not
getting the proper results of pathological tests. I also wrote how doctors are involved with these
pathological centers.Doctors often prescribe unnecessary pathological tests which are not
necessary at all. Public health experts have find out that doctors get 40% commission for each
pathological test. This is very unfair. Doctors are supposed to be one of the most reliable people
in the society. However, only for their personal profit, doctors are harassing patients. The
intention of writing this feature was to make people aware about these pathological centers and
doctors who are involved with them.
Child marriage is a very common incident in our country. The parliament of
Bangladesh passed the much-talked-about Child Marriage Restraint Bill 2017 with a clause
allowing child marriages under special circumstances. According to Plan International
organization In Bangladesh, 66% of girls are married before they turn 18. Therefore this new law
will inspire the people to commit this offensemore. So, my supervisor suggested that I write a
feature on this topic to make people aware about this issue.
Going to coaching centers has become a social trend in Bangladesh. Students and their
parents think that they will not get a good result if they do not go to coaching centers. I also
wrote a feature on this issue so people can rethink this trend. I also wrote how the teachers are
involved in this matter. Many teachers do not give good marks to the students if they do not
attend coaching classes taught by them.
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Children are considered to be innocent and they are supposed to play in the field at this age.
However it is a very sorrowful matter that instead of playing and studying they are taking drugs
at this early age. Drug addiction is not a new concept in our country. Many youths and adults are
addicted to drugs in our country. To our utter surprise, children are getting addicted to drugs as
well. So, my supervisor suggested me to write a feature on the reasons and consequences of
children’s drug addiction to make the society aware of this serious problem.
Education has turned into a commodity now. Though more and more students are getting
admitted in the private universities, the universities are increasing their per credit fee every year.
Consequently it is becoming more challenging and tough for the middle and lower middle class
people to pursue higher education. So during the last week of my internship, I wrote a feature
titled, “An Unrealisable Dream For Poor Students” and tried to portray the hardships faced by
poor students to study in private universities. All the features have been published.
There are different types of feature stories. Some of them are –
1. Human interest- these are the best known feature stories. Human interest stories
discuss issues through the experiences of another. Example- sexual harassment of
women in the work place.
2.

Profiles – this is a common type of feature. This type of feature presents an
individual’s character and lifestyle. These features are mostly about celebrities or
famous people. Example- the profile of Barack Hussein Obama.

3. How-To- these features give information on how to do something. The writers
learn about the topic through education, experience, research or interviews with
experts. A feature can be written about how to do yoga.
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4. Historical features- these features celebrate important dates in history or turning
points in our social, political and cultural development. They offer a useful
juxtaposition of then and now. Historical features take the reader back to revisit
an event and issues surrounding it. Example- a feature on 21st February
5. Seasonal themes- these features are stories about holidays and the change of the
seasons. They cover life milestones, social, political and cultural cycles and
business cycles as well. Example- a feature on summer in Maldives.
6. Behind the scenes- these features offer the inside views of unusual occupations,
issues, and events. Readers like feeling privy to unusual details and well kept
secrets about procedures or activities they might not ordinarily be exposed to or
allowed to participate in. Example- a feature giving inside information about how
a magician performs his/her tricks in front of the audience (2).
Feature writers need to remember three things. Those are•

The writer’s opinions and attitudes are not important to the story.

•

The writer keeps herself or himself out of the story.

•

Writing in the third person helps maintain the necessary distance (2-3).

Here are some features written by me-
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Personal Essay:
Writing a personal essay seems very interesting to me because I can share my personal
experience with the audience by writing a personal essay. The most important thing is, I do not
have to do any research for writing a personal essay. I can write according to my personal
choice. As I learned the techniques of wring a personal essay in Eng 440; English For the Print
Media course, I did not face much difficulty while writing. I learnt in Eng 440 that personal
essay topics can be about memory, belief, desire, complaint, apprehension or hunch captured by
the writer. It is about the writer’s discovery about him/herself. Through a personal essay the
writers build a relationship with their audience through words. The keyword here is intimacy.
Writers need to expose the most personal part of themselves to inspire, teach or touch the nerve
of the readers. A writer needs to write a personal essay in such a way that the audiences can feel
and see the writers experience from their view of the window.
As I spent my childhood in Libya, I wrote a personal essay titled “Journey From One
Continent To Another”. Here I wrote about my feelings when I was leaving my birthplace
forever. I wrote about every single moment of that day in detail so that it could inspire or touch
the nerves of the readers. I focused on the words birth land, childhood and memories so that
reader can relate to my essay from their view of the window because birth land and childhood
memories are very precious to everybody. I also wrote about the difficulties and cultural shock I
faced after coming to Bangladesh. My writing was published. The most joyful matter is that I got
a response from a reader named Rupom Ahmed who told me that the essay was very impressive
and it touched his heart. As an intern I felt like a celebrity for the first time.
Here is the personal essay written by me-
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Obituary:
Writing an obituary seemed very interesting to me as I got the opportunity to write one
about a famous personality. As I learned the techniques of writing an obituary in the Eng 440:
English for The Print Media course, and wrote one for the course, I did not face much difficulty
while writing. According to those techniques, an obituary charts the life of the deceased in
chronological order. An obituary needs to focus on the accomplishments of the deceased person,
and the impact that person had on his/ her family. 24th February was the birthday of the legend
Steve Jobs. So my supervisor suggested that I write an obituary on him. The writing was a tribute
to him. So I wrote an obituary on Steve Jobs titled, “SteveJobs: An Epitome Of Success”. I had
to do a lot of research for this. Following the techniques of writing an obituary I started with his
full name, date of birth and birthplace. I also wrote about the school he attended, degrees he
received and his hobbies. I mentioned his parents, spouse and children. Last but not the least, I
wrote about his great achievements.
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Translation:
I was given a news report written in Bengali, and I had to translate it to English. I learned
some translation techniques in the English 465: Translation Studies course and those helped me a
lot while translating. In the course I learned that literal translation is not a useful technique.
Literal translation means word for word translation. Literal translation makes the copy vague.
We need to translate in such a way so that the expression of the source language remains the
same in the target language. So in this regard sense for sense translation is the best option. In
sense for sense translation, I can make some changes in the sentence structure of the target
language by keeping the meaning same.It is not word for word translation. I did not translate the
report I was given word by word. Rather I paraphrased while translating the report. I changed
some words, changed the sentence structure but I kept the meaning same, so that it does not
change the expression of the source language. I also omitted unnecessary words and added new
words while translating.
Here is the Bengali version of the report I translated-

wK‡kviMÄ-GiOevsjv‡`k-GibZzbkvLviD‡Øvab
HwZ‡n¨i
22
eQi†cwi‡qPj‡QÔiOevsjv‡`kÕ-GiAwfhvÎv|
cyi‡bvkvLv¸‡jvi
m‡½
Pj‡QbZzbkvLvwe¯Ív‡iicÖqvm|
†mBavivqevsjv‡`‡kinvIovÂ‡jicÖ‡ekØvicÖvPxbRbc`
wK‡kviMÄ-Gms‡hvwRZn‡jvmß`kkvLv| 17 ‡deªæqvwi 2017, ïµevi, mKvj 10Uvq bZzb GB
kvLvi
-(gvndzRvcøvRv,
wbP
Zjv,852
CkvLv
†ivW,
i_Ljv,
wK‡kviMÄ)
D‡ØvabK‡ibRbvegvngy` cvi‡fR,gvbbxq †gqi (wK‡kviMÄ †cŠimfv)GesiOevsjv‡`kGiKY©aviRbve
†mŠwgK
`vm|
Av‡ivDcw¯’Z
wQ‡jbiOevsjv‡`kGiwmIIAwfwRrivq,‡gvRv‡¤§j nK,AvãyjnK,ZeviK †nv‡mb,Aiæc `vg eÜzGesïfvbya¨vqx-eÜz¯^RbmnMY¨gvb¨ AwZw_iv|
eZ©gv‡biOevsjv‡`k- Gi †gvUweµq‡K‡›`ªi
_vK‡QAvcbv‡`i DË‡ivËic„ô‡cvlKZvq|

msL¨v

17wU|

GB

c_Pjv

¯§iYxqn‡q
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wK‡kviMÄGiAvDU‡j‡UI †fv³viv Zv‡`i cQ‡›`i cÖwZwUd¨vkbcY¨ cv‡eb| †cvkvK,
A¨vK‡mmwiR, †nvg‡U·UvBjBZ¨vw` _vK‡ebZzbAv‡qvRb I Avw½‡K,wWRvB‡bi wbZ¨bZzb
Dc¯’vcbvq|
d¨vkbwcÖqevOvwj‡KZv‡`i
†cvkvKAviA¨vK‡mmwiRw`‡qivwO‡q
†`IqviavivAe¨vnZivL‡ZcÖZ¨qxiOevsjv‡`k| GKBfv‡eAvgv‡`i jÿ¨ iOevsjv‡`‡kicY¨ †cuŠ‡Q †`qv
mevi †`vi‡Mvovq| wK‡kviMÄ G Avgv‡`i Dcw¯’wZ †mBAwfcÖv‡qiBev¯Íevqb| iOevsjv‡`k-Gi
†hmecY¨
XvKvqcvIqvhvqZvGLbwK‡kviM‡ÄIcvIqvhv‡e|
d‡jevuP‡emgqAviåg‡biSw°|
AviN‡ie‡m †c‡ZPvB‡jIi‡q‡Q †m e¨e¯’v| iOevsjv‡`k-GiI‡qemvB‡UwM‡qAW©viKi‡Zcv‡ib|
Zvici †c‡qhv‡ebN‡ie‡m| AviK¨vkAb †Wwjfvwiimy‡hvM †Zvi‡q‡QB|
GQvov †Kejwb‡RiRb¨ bqwcÖqRb‡`i w`biOevsjv‡`k-GiDcnvi| GRb¨ Av‡QwMdU †PK|
ZvivcQ›` K‡iwK‡bwb‡Zcvi‡eiOevsjv‡`k-Gi m¤¢vi|
Here is the translated version which was published on 27th February, 2017

New branch of ‘Rong’ at Kishoreganj
“Rong Bangladesh” is maintaining their tradition for long 22 years. Along with old branches,
new branches of this brand are spreading in the country. Therefore, they opened a new branch
in Kishoreganj. It is their 17th branch in the country. Honorable MP Mahmud Parvez and the
owner of Rong Bangladesh Shoumik Das inaugurated the opening ceremony on 17th February,
2017 at MahfuzPlaza,Rothkhala, Kishoreganj. Many important executives of Rong Bangladesh
were also present at the ceremony.
There are total 17 branches of Rong Bangladesh throughout the country. Customers will get
every fashionable product in Kishoreganj branch as well. Fashionable dresses, accessories,
home textile will be available in this branch.
Rong Bangladesh is determined to bring colorful accessories and dresses to their customers.
Moreover their goal is to spread their product in every corner of the country. Therefore, they
opened a new branch in Kishoreganj. The products which are available in Dhaka, will be
available in Kishorganj now. As a result, customers do not need to travel to Dhaka to get the
products. Moreover customers can get the products at home by ordering online at Rong’s
official website. There is also the opportunity of cash on delivery. Customers can buy products
for themselves and they can also give the products to their dear ones. For this reason Rong has
came up with gift cheques, and with those cheques they can buy the products according to
their choice.

h!
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Editing:
While editing I have to check grammatical errors, errors in sentence structure,
punctuation and proper attribution. I have to write proper and attractive headlines for news
stories while editing so that the readers find interest in the news story. I have to cross check the
information. For example, I edited a feature titled “My Study Notebook- A Website Providing
Ins and Outs of Studying Abroad”. It was a promotional feature about a website named My
Study Notebook. This website aims to help students study abroad. In the feature, the details of
that website and the facilities they are giving to the students were written. So I checked in the
internet whether the information written in the feature truly exists or not. At the same time I had
to talk to the reporter to make sure whether the information was valid. Moreover the tone of the
reports and features should be conversational, so that the readers feel like writer is talking to
them.
While editing I also came to learn the difference between a hard news story headline
and a feature headline. News headlines should be more informative and feature headlines need to
be a little bit mysterious, colorful and dramatic. Here is an example of hard news headline
“Winter Fair at Bashunhdhara City Abuzz with Visitors” – this headline gives us information.
Here are some examples of feature story headlines
1. Winter In Bangladesh: A blessing or An Anathema?
2. Accidents or Our Apathy?
3. When Will Women Get A Secure Society?
4. Are the Patients Getting Proper Treatment?
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Therefore we can see that feature headlines are mysterious, a bit dramatic and colourful.
While editing headlines, writers should remember the following techniques1. Writers should read and understand the story before writing the headline
2. Writers should write a rough headline, experimenting with word combinations that will
form one or more lines of the headline.
3. Writers should choose specific and precise words
4. He/she should make each word count
5. He/she should use action verbs and some creativity
6. He/she should stuck over if he/she were stuck (Smith and O’Connell 139).
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Conclusion:
From my point of view media is the most powerful tool in the world. It can serve
humanity by publishing the truth. Media should use its power in the proper way for the welfare
of the society and its people. We get information from the media about topics like crime,
entertainment, national, international, sports and business news. Without media the world of
entertainment is totally pale. Media is the most preferable source of entertainment for people of
all classes. In one word, we cannot think of a single day without media. Therefore, working in
media sector is exciting too. It was a wonderful experience to work with such good people at
Daily Sun. During this 12 week journey, I have experienced many things. The world of
journalism seems very intresting from the outside. However, the work of a journalist is very
tough and challenging because a journalist needs to be alert 24 hours. He/she has to seek news
stories all the time. He/she always needs to be prepared to go anywhere to cover news stories.
The whole nation depends on journalists and the media for getting world news. So it’s the duty
of the journalists and media to be truthful, and to present the authentic news to the public.

\
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